
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of trade support
associate. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications
and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still
be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for trade support associate

Ensure all controls are diligently performed, completed and signed off on a
timely basis
Clear and concise communication with FO and all support teams to ensure
the timely and efficient resolution of queries
Participate and contribute to the various strategic initiatives
Trade booking and processing STP trades into Risk Management System
(Kapital)
Perform deal level checkout and verification of all trades
Assist with P&L, Risk and operational queries for the trading books, within
the Tokyo Rates business, to the Front Office and other operational teams
Partner with Technology and other lines of businesses to initiate and develop
the strategic operating and risk management agendas
Be involved in global local projects aimed for supporting new business,
striving for efficiency, and streamlining to increase team's capacity
Complete Intraday / EOD processes including completeness and
reconciliation checks to ensure capture of new trading activity and general
book management has been processed accurately
Build an in depth understanding of all trading structures from both a financial
and operational perspective

Qualifications for trade support associate

Example of Trade Support Associate Job Description
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Understanding all relevant derivatives and hedging products that are booked
into the banks core Risk Management System
Understand the key elements of other infrastructure groups Finance, Market
risk, Credit risk, Operational risk, Collateral etc and recognise the impact of
the actions of the Trade support team on these areas
Must have clear communication skills, and an ability to use these to work
collaboratively, explain and challenge as appropriate
Great team player to work in a pressurised environment with an eye for detail
At least 1-2 years of equity operations experience


